Entrepreneurship and innovation are positively related (Zhao 2005; Kyvik 2018; Sant et al. 2020). They are part of the same coin, like heads and tails. Entrepreneurship and innovation are considered the drivers of competitiveness and economic growth (Singh and Gaur 2018; Valliere and Peterson 2009), enhancing job creation and a country’s social and economic development (Thornton et al. 2011). According to Audretsch and Thurik (2000) and Audretsch et al. (2001), start-ups enable economic growth and are the indispensable vehicle for achieving high levels of competitiveness and innovation (Wennekers and Thurik 1999). Moreover, these firms revitalize traditional sectors and create new businesses that boost the economy. According to Hay et al. (2002), new businesses prove to be an important factor in the economic development of a region and a country.

Entrepreneurship is revealed in the emergence of new business initiatives such as creating a new company or a new business (including self-employment) and developing new projects in existing companies (Reynolds et al. 1999, p. 3). It is a process that can be developed by a single individual or by more people, independently or integrated into an existing organization. In the current context, under the pressure of Covid, “entrepreneurship, defined as the process of starting and running a new business, is of primary importance” (Bosma et al. 2021, p. 13).

To better understand entrepreneurship, it is essential to look for its origins. The term entrepreneurship is derived from the French “entre” and “prendre”, meaning to be in the market between the supplier and the consumer (Sarkar 2014). The term originated from the French, “entrepreneur,” meaning one who takes risks and starts something new. The term was first used in the 18th century by Richard Cantillon, an economist who, in 1755, defined and differentiated entrepreneurship from capitalism. For Cantillon (1755), an entrepreneur is the individual who buys raw materials, processes them, and sells them to another individual for an uncertain price because he identifies a business opportunity and takes a risk.

In 1776, the term “entrepreneurship” was used by Adam Smith in his book “Wealth of Nations,” where he defined entrepreneurs as individuals who react to changes in the economy, acting as an economic agent, and who transform a demand into supply (Smith 1776). Say (1803) said that the concept of the entrepreneur is associated with the individual who buys, transforms, and sells raw materials, identifying a business opportunity and, to do so, takes risks.

Schumpeter (1934) presents how economic development is driven by innovation through dynamic processes of “creative destruction” in which new technologies replace existing ones. Under this view, Schumpeter proposed the following forms of innovation: (1) introduction of new goods; (2) introduction of new forms of production; (3) discovery of a new source of raw materials or semi-elaborated products; (4) opening of a new market; and (5) creating new market structures in the industry. Schumpeter (1934) defined innovation as “new combinations of existing resources” and called this combinatory activity the
“innovative function” associated with entrepreneurial activity. Thus, Schumpeter was considered the first author to link the term entrepreneurship with innovation. Drucker (1986) states that innovation is the specific tool of entrepreneurs, through which they exploit change as an opportunity for a different business or service. According to the author, entrepreneurs should look for sources of innovation, new trends, and new signals, which indicate opportunities to develop successful innovations.

According to Sarkar (2014), innovation is the conjunction of several elements. It is necessary to have an idea, realize the opportunities, choose the best alternative, apply the idea and make it successful in the market, avoiding that it remains in the condition of the invention. Strobel and Kratzer (2017) defined innovation as introducing new products and processes and implementing new ideas that create value. Innovation can be an idea, practice, or material artefact, perceived as new by the relevant adoption unit.

The fourth edition of the Oslo Manual (OECD 2018) states that there are two types of innovation: product innovation and process innovation. Product innovation refers to introducing a new or improved good or service that differs significantly from previous goods or services produced by the firm. Process innovation is a new or significantly improved process that differs from previously used and implemented processes in the firm to achieve greater competitiveness, effectiveness, and efficiency in the use of resources (OECD 2018).

Given the importance of innovation and entrepreneurship in the economy, particularly in society, developing a special issue stimulates further knowledge about entrepreneurship and innovation.

The research on innovation management and entrepreneurship proposes distinctive perspectives. It will be possible to find an explicit focus on innovative entrepreneurial activity, especially on high-growth innovative firms. But also, we can see some research that emphasizes the influence of public policies and local and regional environments and the conditions required to generate and support ambitious entrepreneurship and interactions between framework conditions and local/regional geographical environments.

These several perspectives allow the inclusion of different topics, such as ‘regional development and smart cities,’ ‘innovation,’ ‘cluster’ policies,’ ‘technology transfer,’ ‘business incubators,’ ‘entrepreneurial universities,’ ‘triple helix,’ ‘academic spin-offs,’ ‘creative territories,’ ‘digital ecosystems,’ ‘public policies and innovation,’ ‘innovative firms,’ ‘KIBS,’ ‘high tech firms’, etc.

Several researchers worldwide have been studying the subjects of entrepreneurship and innovation, and contributions are multidisciplinary and diverse and their topics of interest. And emerging new trends aligned with the challenges faced by organizations and societies. Technology and digitalization come as new entrepreneurship opportunities and bring new solutions and possibilities for innovation (3D print, IoT, Artificial Intelligence; Blockchain, etc.).

New Business Models links digitalization and with the circular economy (Lewandowski 2016). Some of them mix digitalization and circularity and appear as strategies to minimize the environmental impacts of economic activity. They also promote changes in the market, with some products coming to the market as services (Kohtamäki et al. 2019).

Another trend influenced by business models is the sharing economy. Collaborative consumption can change the world, allowing those million people worldwide access to products and services without ownership. Social media and smart technological networks allow innovative systems based on shared consumption and collaborative business models (Cohen and Kietzmann 2014).

Additionally, cocreation comes as an opportunity for entrepreneurship. The strategy of cocreation implies the creation of value in a shared and collaborative way by several stakeholders that obtain mutual benefits. This strategy involves suppliers, producers, clients, academia, etc., to create or produce solutions and even products or services. Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004) propose this nomenclature; however other concepts are linked, such as open innovation (Chesbrough 2006) or crowdsourcing (Howe 2009). All
of them imply the creative participation of persons and entities to share resources, find solutions or create value for new or existing businesses.

In summary, new avenues are open to continuing the research in the fields of entrepreneurship and innovation. This special issue offers an opportunity to continue the discussion and present new contributions.

The Special Issue of *Innovation management and entrepreneurship* aims to create a space for reflection and discussion on entrepreneurship and innovation management topics attending several perspectives on literature, systematic review, empirical studies, case studies, and mixed-methods investigation.

The special issue starts with a paper entitled “Generation Z and Key-Factors on E-Commerce: A Study on the Portuguese Tourism Sector.” This paper discussed the role of tourism in Portugal. The study’s findings have been discussed in the light of relevant literature in the field key factors in the decision to purchase tourism products/services in Generation Z and have practical and theoretical implications. This study allows us to establish the bases for future research, to help researchers understand Generation Z consumption habits (Vieira et al. 2020).

The second paper is entitled “Linking Structural Empowerment to Employee-Driven Innovation: The Mediating Role of Psychological Empowerment.” This paper has dealt with how important structural empowerment to employee-driven innovation (EDI) with psychological empowerment as a mediation mechanism. Comes to respond to increasing interest in utilizing all sources of knowledge in an organization to stimulate innovation among all employees. A clear understanding of some of the mechanisms used to achieve this is needed (Echebiri et al. 2020).

The third paper in this special issue is titled “Survival and Growth in Innovative Technology Entrepreneurship: A Mixed-Methods Investigation.” For a firm to grow and succeed, it has to identify the characteristics that entrepreneurs and employees should bear towards its survival and growth, especially in the Innovative Technology Entrepreneurship that is recognized internationally as an important pillar in modern economic activity. This research combined qualitative and quantitative methods. Also, the results can help guide future theoretical and practical endeavors in innovative technology entrepreneurship (Eliakis et al. 2020).

The fourth paper is entitled “Results of SME Investment Activities: A Comparative Analysis among Enterprises Using and Not Using EU Subsidies in Poland.” This paper has tried to fill in the gap and supplements the knowledge on the economic effects of investments implemented by enterprises in the SME sector in Poland in a situation where these entities used and did not benefit from EU subsidies. The findings of this study show that undertaking investment activities contribute to obtaining favorable results in enterprises, regardless of the source of investment financing. Entities that have received EU subsidies have a stronger perception of investment as an important factor determining the company’s development (Piątkowski 2020).

This special issue moves on to the fifth paper entitled “Models, Processes, and Roles of Universities in Technology Transfer Management: A Systematic Review.” This paper details some existing models, processes, and roles that are taken up in some countries where sharing of intellectual property exists and links it up with aspects of university-industry technology transfer, such as policies surrounding patenting, government investment and marketing, and the process of academic entrepreneurship, among others. The findings of the systematic review of literature focus on four identified areas: internal strategy, investment and market, academic entrepreneurship and policy. The findings of this study have significant managerial implications and theoretical contributions (Maresova et al. 2019).

The last paper is entitled “Performance Analysis and Science Mapping of Institutional Entrepreneurship Research.” Institutional entrepreneurship is somewhat complex, fragmented, and disparate due to many scholarly publications. This paper has tried to compile a quantitative overview of business and management research by conducting bibliometric
performance analyses and science mappings. The findings of this paper provide practical and theoretical implications for institutional entrepreneurship (Tiberius et al. 2020).

We hope that the special issue on “Innovation management and entrepreneurship” with six articles can provide varied perspectives and insights into innovative entrepreneurial activity, and contributions are multidisciplinary and diverse. The readers will like this special issue for its challenging papers research-based: a quantitative approach, a Mixed-Methods Investigation, a Systematic Review, and management research by conducting bibliometric performance analyses and science mappings.
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